Tik Tok tyloma
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To the Editor:
A 19-year-old left-handed man presented for management of his acne. Incidentally, on physical examination a small, firm nodule with overlying hyperkeratosis was noted in an unusual location on the radial aspect of his left fifth finger (Figure 1A, B). There was no history of manual labor, specific sports-related repetitive trauma, musical instrument use, or chemical irritation. When on his cell phone, the patient was observed using his left fifth finger to create a makeshift stand (Figure 1C). On further questioning, the patient endorsed spending significant time watching videos and using social media on his cellular device.

A callus, also known as a callosity or tyloma, is a localized thickening of the outer layer of skin, characterized by accelerated keratinization and a reduced rate of desquamation secondary to repetitive friction, pressure, or other physical or chemical irritation. Distinct occupational callosities have been described in a variety of professions involving repetitive mechanical trauma, such as musicians, athletes, and data-entry typists (“mousing callous”), [1] and cow milkers (“milker’s callus”), [2]. More recently, skin-related manifestations secondary to excessive gaming have been described, including palmar ulcers (“ulcerative Nintendinitis”), [3], palmar hidradenitis [4], soft tissue swelling (“Wiitis”), [5], subcorneal hemorrhage (“Playstation purpura”), [6], and blistering, hyperkeratosis and onycholysis (“Playstation thumb”), [7].

As the way we interface with technology, both occupationally and leisurely, evolves, new physical manifestations will continue to emerge as evidence. Tik Tok is a video-sharing application that has recently gained popularity as a social media platform. Thus, “Tik Tok tyloma” is yet another dermatosis attributable to excessive use of technology. In general, calluses are benign and do not require intervention. A reduction in time spent holding the device or change of positioning will likely result in improvement. Adolescents who spend significant time texting or using social media may be more susceptible to repetitive friction or pressure in peculiar areas of the hand, which may otherwise rarely become hyperkeratotic. A recent surge in social media usage can be, at least in part, attributable to the COVID-19 pandemic. We propose the addition of “Tik Tok tyloma” to the growing list of skin-related findings associated with COVID-19, such as “maskne” and “COVID toes.”
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Figure 1. Tik Tok Tyloma on A, B) radial aspect of fifth finger of dominant hand. C) Positioning of fifth finger to create a makeshift cell phone stand.